SSLCENGLISH- PAPER-I. MARCH - 2017

ANSWER KEY

SECTION -A

1. SYNONYMS

   i) c) offerings. ii) d) sorrowful. iii) a) strong. iv) b) offered. v) d) clearly marked

2. ANTONYMS

   i) c) external. ii) a) friendship. iii) b) better. iv) a) ignored. v) d) mortal

PART - II

3. c) All India Radio 4. a) buy. 5. Pitcher. 6. b) guard. 7. c) Aquaria. 8. c) - ance
9. c) gave in. 10. a) Per-ma-nent. b) gui-ta-rist. c) bare-ly. 11. b) provide
14. b) Everyone can learn English easily

SECTION - B

PART - I

15. b) you will pass the exam. 16. a) SVA. 17) b) hasn't it? 18. c) taller
19. a) Everything is possible in life. 20. c) On account of. 21. c) to finish. 22. a) for the poor
23. a) an. 24. a) behind.

PART - III

25. Kiran is too ill to go to school / kiran is very ill and so she can not go to school
Kiran is so ill that she can not go to school.
26. Sweets were given to all the children by Santa Claus and he was thanked by them profusely.(or)
All the children were given sweets by Santa Claus and he was thanked profusely by them.
27. The teacher told the students that they were going on an excursion to Ketala the following
week / the week after.
28. If they evade taxation, they will be punished.
29. Ravi's income is the highest of all. (Or) any relevant answer.

PART - III

30. PUNCTUATION

"What a pretty girl you are!" exclaimed Rashmi.
SECTION - D

PART - II

40. Beautiful heart means generous heart which tends to help others.

41. We refer to the children

42. They are turning the iron wheels all the day.

43. Vista means a beautiful view.

44. Triumph and disasters are called impostors.

PART - III

45. song - belong, outside - guide

46. With - Worth, Sixty - Seconds

47. Metaphor. 48. ABCB. 49. Simile

SECTION - E

a) necessary (or) important

b) Discipline aids a citizen by shaping his mind to religious, social and economic patterns

When he grows up to be an active citizen.

c) They long for unlimited freedom, without understanding the meaning of discipline.

d) Refrain from smoking, observes good food habits and keeps good health.

e) It increases the human energy and implies control, resistance and adjustment.

52. Spot the Error.

a) As the child fell down it started crying (or) The child fell down so it started crying.

b) He is an honest man.

c) Neither the secretary nor the manager was available.

D) The cat drinks milk. e) One of the chairs is broken.

53. a) Karakattam is the name of this folk dance.

b) I can see in village function in temple

c) they have karagam on their head.
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